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For each Wedding we always use different music that adapts to the type of wedding we
lm. We have two music suppliers from whom we buy all usage rights, we never try to
make videos all the same to each other, but to adapt them to the type of wedding and
the type of couple .... you will be the one with what you will realize and organize for your
wedding to make the video more beautiful (details make the difference). We really like to

excite the people who watch our videos.

Technique, sensibility and above all passion they are the necessary dowries to realize a
great lm of marriage. To get married in Italy, France, Switzerland, United States, Greece,

Europe or in any other place of the world doesn’t care because we are always
enthusiastic to tell anywhere your emotions. We love all that that belongs to the world of
the marriage and therefore, both that you deal with an Italian Wedding or a Destination
Wedding, we will always be pushed by a strong stimulus that will make us always do our
job job to the best. Don’t ask us a video of your marriage, but ask us the video of marriage as
have always dreamt it! Every event is an unique history, never repetitive, in degree to tell

with love, and with a touch of art, all of this that we will realize for your video.

OUR WORK
Video service is always composed of two videomakers, this is because we
do not want to risk not documenting all the emotional moments, always
busy for the duration of the service. It begins by documenting the stages
from when the newlyweds are preparing, involving reportage style all the

guests who are participating in that location at that time.

Immediately after we go to ceremony, it is our use to arrive before the
couple to document moments of friends and relatives who are waiting for

the couple, they are very beautiful and spontaneous scenes.

During the ceremony, we shoot without the use of lights, we do not want the
couple to get distracted, they are annoying and attract our attention, the
video must be as spontaneous as possible and with natural light.

After the ceremony, we move with the couple  in a location,
that will be decided together, to make little session of portraits, no fake

poses...we try to leave them as natural as possible.

TEARS WEDDING FILM - We Film Your Emotions

Immediately after, we go to the location where we will always document
the party in reportage style, given the importance of the event we want to
get to the restaurant early enough to ensure that the spouses live their full

day with friends. We are with you all day!



Aerial drone to contextualize all the locations

Wedding Trailer  2-3 minutes and ready in 30 days
                                                         

+ €  500 if you get married in Amal Coast, Apulia and Venice.

Package #1

- Wedding Video Highlights (4-6 minutes and ready in 30 days and delivered on USB Key)
- 2 videomakers (from preparationn to the end of party)
- recording of all speeches (delivered un USB Key)
- publishing your video on the major social media and providing a link to download it
- NO LIMIT TIME, we are with you for all wedding
- ALL - ALL ACCOMODATION AND TRANSFER COSTS ARE INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

PRICE: € 1.500 (VAT included)

Package #2
- Wedding Film (10-15 minutes and ready in 6/7 months and delivered on USB Key)
- 2 videomakers (from preparationn to the end of party)
- recording of all speeches (delivered un USB Key)
- File Sharing (the Film will be visible on a password-protected)
- NO LIMIT TIME, we are with you for all wedding
- ALL - ALL ACCOMODATION AND TRANSFER COSTS ARE INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

PRICE: € 2.100 (VAT included)

Extra Services

Extra Costs

PAYMENTS
40% at the signing of contract
60% thirty days before the wedding

PRICE: €   300 (VAT included)

PRICE: €   300 (VAT included)
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